
I. The Lancaster Vicus: Excavation in Church Street, 1978.

by R. Bellis and S. Penney

On . 1st April, L978, members of the Lancaster Archaeological
Society, through the co-operation of Messrs. Harrj.son
Willis and Moore, chartered surveyors, were able to open a
small excavation in the cellar of their offlcesr dt
73, Church Street, Lancaster. The cellar is situated at
the back of the premises, 10 metres from the Church Street
frontage and 2 metres below the present day level of the
back yard. The cellar floor was flag covered and the
irregular shaped area examined was somewhat less than 3
metres by 2 metres in overall dj.mensions.

@!1g.:
Roman levels were found immediately beneath the sand bed
for the flags and the rubble left by the eighteenth century
builders. The area was seen to have 3 dlstinct zones:

1. the western area of I metre width was undisturbed,
showing 12 various deposits of burn and refuse, from
grey ash, through brown humus to red clay, to a depth
of 1.4 metres. Almost all these levels were impreg-
nated with charcoal.

2. the central zone, approximately 1 metre wide, comprised
a ditch and its infills runn5.ng slightly obliquely
across the box.

3. the eastern portion was a more disturbed arearwith
the fragmentary remains of a parti,tion and a floor
inserted along the eastern edge of the ditch.

The section drawings of the north and south faces reflect
and relate well to each other, but there i.s no such
corelation between the east and west sections, save in the
lowest Roman leve1 of grey clay and ash, at one metre deep.

It is suggested that the area shows three main phases of
activi.ty.
Phase 1. In this phase the whole area had been used for
repetitive dumping and burning of domestic refuse for a
considerable tj.me, until an accumulation, 80 or 90 cm.
thick, rested on the natural sand.

Phase 2. A ditch, 9O cm. deep and 50 crh. wi,de at the
bottom, penetrating all the levels of Phase I down to the
sand, was cut,j.n a north-south alignmentl the base comprised
small cobbles set in c1ay. On the rising eastern bank of
the ditch, two post-holes to take timbers t0 cm. square and
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90 cm. apart and set on a low grey clay and cobble
foundation, were consistent with the existence of a
partition fence. About 20 cm. furt,her east a compacted
floor, I0 cm. thick of clay, mortar and cobble was found.
Only 15 cm. of this floorr over a distance of less than a
metre was uncovered. Just above the floor, a layer of
shell fish debris (mussels) bras found in a charcoal layer
of grey c1ay.

Phase 3. The ditch was partially filled with brown clay
and a seam of charcoal and dark burn 30 ctTl. thick in the
north, whilst to the south a further fill of another clay
had been deposited. The northern part of the ditch had
then been used as a hearth, for fierce burning had fired
the clay into a solidified mass of red clay and stonet
which overspread the lip of the ditch and extended well
beyond the northern limits of the excavated area. The
upper level of this hearth (over) and possibly later Roman
leve1s had been removed by the cellar diggers of the 1770fs.

Interpretation:

The main structural feature of the area examined is clearly
the ditch, a feature which judging by its lower fills
(Ievels 5c, 4c) was probably in use during the early-mid
second century. Whilst the clay and cobble lining to
the base of the ditch suggests it was equipped to cater
for drainage needs, these are clear indications that it
also delineated a property boundary. Whilst the grey
clay and ash (levels 91 9w) covering the entire area in
the lowest levels suggest that the whole area had been
subjected to a sequence of domestic dumping and burning
from perhaps the close of the first century tiIl the early-
mid second century (Phase 1: as illustrated in the
surviving western block ), the cutting of the ditch and the
laying oi a floon in the eastern block (Phase 2) mark a
period of different usage on either side of the ditch.
Two squared post-holes whj.ch were edged around with large
cobbles set in a band of clay running along the eastern
edge of the ditch emphasise the probability that the ditch
follows a property boundary. Faint traces of wattling
were encountered running between the post-holes, and a
section (Zocms x 12 cms) of more substantial planking was
found on the eastern slope of the ditch below the line of
a presumed fence.

The structure in the eastern block appears to have been
short-Iived for during the mid second century the whole
area again reverted to an area for tipping and burning
(Phase 3). An I crl. thick layer of charcoaL and mussel
shells which had accumulated on the floor to the east of
the ditch suggests a period of decline, and a subsequent
leve1 of dark brown burn with heavy concentrations of'
charcoal (level 4A) blanketed the east, central and western
blocks a1ike. Shadow traces of the posts preserved in
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rever 4A indicate that rernnants of the partition werestil1 standing after the abandonment of the building.
The demise of the ditch was completed with an infill of
red-brown clay .(level 3) which intense heat had firedinto a solid mass over much of the area. ?he activitywith which the burning was associated was not apparentin the area opened; the eighteenth century cellarconstruction had removed the upper part of this 1evel,whilst the centre of activity probably lay outside thenorthern margin of the excavation.

Discussion:

The western end of church street has been recognized as
an important area of civilian Roman settrement since the
L77o rs when west (1979 p. 9s) noted }arge quantitites
of Roman pottery, metalwork, bones and iasonry being
turned up during the digging of cellars at no. go churchStreet. Less detailed published accounts and the
recorded find spots of Roman material in Lancaster Museumindicate at least scattered Roman activity along churchstreet as far as the cheapside,/st. Nicholis street area
where the discovery of the tombstone of Apollinaris(RIB 606) in L772 and two skeletons accompanied by(Samian ?) pottery in 1854 (council Minutes) suggest a
cemetery.

rt is generarly accepted that the east gate of the second
and third century forts must lie somewh6re in the vicinityof the Judgest Lodgings/covell cross area, and it has beententatively located below church street between Mitre
Yard (now Mitre House) and Judgesr Lodgings (Jones, !g75,Britannia 6 p. 239). The turf rampart and intervalrum
road of a1_fsricolan fort excavated on the o1d vi.carage
site in L975 (Potter and White, I97S p. 34) need have
no bearing on the Church Street vicus as they r^rere alreadybuilt over by about A.D. 100; indeed the eslablishment
of a re-orientated post-Agricolan fort may have red to aperiod of activity in which the ramparts of the earlierfort were built over and the vicus became established alongthe road leading from the east gate. There would seem astrong possibility that the line of church street does
indeed represent an element of Lancasterrs urban layout
which has survived since the second century.
The onry other controlled excavation in church street was
carried out in the cellar of no. 65 in L973 (white, L974,p-16ff). Evidence of two successive timber buildings
dating from the early second century with some residual
earlj.er pottery corresponds with the dating of the initial
activity at no. 73 church street. whilst a chronologicalpattern begins to emerge for the establishment of the vicus
at about the close of the first century,/beginning of the
second century, we do not yet have enough excavated
ground-p1an to draw many conclusions on the layout of the
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vicus. Several levels of Roman road surface were
recorded in a trench in front of oo. 41 Church Street
in L973 (White, !9'14, p. l5).

Analysis of the coarse ware (Appendix I ) suggests that
there was occupation of the site between the early second
century and the mid,/late second century after which
there was limited activity on the site until the early/
mid third century; the Samian (Appendix 2) tails off
during the late second century. Whether this pattern
truly reflects the span of the life of the vicus is open
to debate. The layer of building rubble (Ievel I)
associated with the eighteenth century cellar digging
certainly truncates the Roman build up - the question is
by how much. Medieval and post-medieval sherds were
present in level I, but no Roman pottery later than
early,/mid third century date. Later Roman material would
reasonably be expected to be represented residually in level
I if that had been dug through during cellar construction.
Whilst the pottery from the eighteenth century diggings in
Church Street is not available for study, material .recovered
during alterations at the Black BulI and Masonic Ha1l and
other stray finds from building sites and trenches in
Church Street over the last century or so is predomlnantly
second and early third century; later material is notably
absent. No third or fourth century coins have been
reported from Church Street. On the evidence available
the vicus does not appear to have survived far into the
third century; a situation which i.s paralleled at i4anchester
where the latest structures in the sizeable area of excavated
vicus did not survive beyond the early-mid third century
(Jones and Grealey. 1974 p. 59). The Ribchester vicus
appears to have been levelled in the late second century
(Jones. 1970. Bri.tannj.a I p. 281), whilst no dating
evidence is available from Kirkham or Burrow-in-Lonsdalet
the other two Lancashi.ie forts where vici have been
recognised. If a vicus were associated with the fourth
century (Wery WaIl) fort no evi.dence has yet been
produced to locate it in the Church Street area.

The results of the two cellar excavations which have now
been carried out in Church Street emphasi.se the considerable
survival of Roman leve1s in the area despite the insertion
of cellars. To some extent this survival can be quantified
as a result of a cellar survey carri.ed out by the Lancaster
Archaeological Society. Should lhe opportunity ever
arise of excavating a baulk between cellars this should be
regarded as a high archaeological priority. It is only
with such an excavation that the duration of the vicus
settlement can be accurately assessed; it is also the only
method by which it is likely that Medieval Church Street
can be glimpsed at.
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Appendix I.

-

by P. V. Webster.

9w-12

Two handled flagon in light grey fabric with a
darker surface. A vessel from Northwich
(Jones et al. 197I, 10) may be comparable. A
pre-Hadrianic date seems most likely for the
general type.

Flagon in cream fabric with plentiful sandy
filler; cf. Melandra (Webster L97l) 38 (early
2nd century). The fabric j,s similar to that
manufactured in the Verulamium region and this
is a possible source for the vessel.

Jar 1n Black-burnished trraret cf , Gillam L976, 30
(early to mid 2nd century). Black-burnished
ware is no! thought to hive reached the North
in any quantS.ty before c.A.D. 120 and this piece
which is typologically early in the northern
series is probably Hadrianic.

9W-8

9W-38

Layer 9W also contai.ns several fragments of rvare made at the
Quernmore kilns.
9-3 Jar in smooth light to mid-grey fabric, well

burnished externally and with rustlcation in the
form of applied blobs. The style of decoratj.on
is predominantly Flavian to Trajanic (see Thompson
1958) although some examples survive in the North
into the Hadrianic perlod (cf . Gi.llam L97O, 97).
Found with several body fragments and a small
dragment of a different jar with linear rustlcation
(as Gillam f970, 96). c.A.D. 80-130.

9-10 Jar in light grey
surface. Gil1am
the general type.

fabric with a light to mid-grey
L970, 95 (A.D.70-I10) represents

9-6/L3 two rim fragments of a jar in light grey fabric
with darker grey external surface. There are a
sequence of jars of'the general type from
Chesterholm (Birley 1938, 24 & 26-8). Probably
pre-Hadrianic.

9-5/7 (Not illustrated). Wall sherds from a vessel
in Black-burnished ware; cf. 9W-8 above. Post
c.A. D. LzO.

Lid in light grey fabric with a darker surface
in places; cf. Gillam L97O, 339 (A.D. 80-140).

9-2

t+



Level 9 contai.ns a predominantly pre-Hadrianic collection.
However, there are two pieces which are almost certaj.n to
be slightly later in date (tne Black-burnished vessels
9W-8 and 9-5/7). Deposition of the whole group by soon
after A.D. LzO seems probable. Nos. 9-10, 9-6/L3 and
9-2 are all in a similar fabric; it is likely to be one
of the products of the Quernmore kilns.

7-92 Neck of a globular Amphora, Dressel form 20.
This type of amphora came from southern Spain
and was generally used as a contai.ner for olive
oi1.

Bottle in oraRge fabric. From time to time this
type of vessel has been suggested as a lamp filler
but the very narrorr, bore of the f spoutr makes
thls unlike1y. The type appears both in samian
and coarse pottery and is almost certainly a
babyrs feeding bottle. May cites a number of
examples in his discussion of a vessel from
Silchester (l,tay 19I6, p. 119, type 73, Pl.L).
The well known childfs grave from Colchester which
contains many toy figurines also contains a vessel
of this class (May 1930, p. 252. 1115).

Jar in fairly smooth buff fabri.c with traces of
mi.ca particularly on the outer surface (i.e. the
vessel was probably originally mica-dusted). Cf.
Holt (Grimes 1930) L97. (late lst - early,/mid
2nd century).

Jar in light grey fabric with a slightly darker
surface, but'nished on the rim and shoulder. The
form is obviously related to the early Black-
burnished jars and is perhaps a loca1 imitation;
cf. Gillam L970, 115-7 (A.D. 130-150).

Rough cast beaker in pink fabric with a grey core
and very dark brown colour coat i cf. Gillam L970,
72 (A.D. 80-130). A further small fragment
probably from the same vessel comes from 3e (3e-10).

7-L

7-L9

7-20

7-5

7-53

7-10

Jar in BIack-burnished ware;
(mid 2nd century).

cf. Gi11am L976, 2

Reed-rim flanged dish in grey fabri.c with a
darker grey surface (perhaps a Quernmore product,
cf. flos. 9-10, 9-6/L3r9-2 above). The general
type is Flavian-Trajanic.

Level 7 contains fewer obviously pre-Hadrianic pieces than
leve1 9 and seems likely to be either Hadrianic or early
Antonine in deposition.

t5



6e-5/ 6

6-1

5c-5

5c-3

5e-I

5c-6

5c-4

4a-1

4a-23

4-8

4c-5

Beaker or small jar in B1ack-burnished ware;
cf. Gillam L976, 25 (mid 2nd century).

Jar base in grey fabric containing sandy filler
and some large inclusions, probably crushed rock-

Jar in light grey fabric with a darker surfacel
cf. Gillam L97O, 98 for a comparable rim form.
Probably pre-Hadrianic.

Jar in smooth light grey fabrii burnished on
the shoulder and over the rim; cf. flo. 7-2O
above. Hadri.anic-early Antonine.

Small jar in light grey fabric, burnished in
zones below the rim.

Bowl in smooth light grey fabric burnished
externally and decorated with rouletting. Parts
of the external surface are almost black as if
slip had been imperfectly applied prior to
burnishing. A vessel reminiscent of the samian
form 37.

Lid in light grey fabric with a darker surface;
cf. no. 9-2.

Lower portion of a small rough cast beakert
somewhat overfired. The fabric appears Iight
grey with a pink surface below a dark grey-
brown colour coat. A vessel such as Gillam
1970, 74 seems most probable (early-mid 2nd
century ) .

Small jar in fawn to light grey fabricl cf.
Gi1lam 1970' 103 (A.D. 80-I?A).

Jar in pink fabric with a light brown surface.
The Wilderspool kilns produced rough cast and
rouletted jars with similar rims (cf- Hartley
& Webster 1973, 32) and thls could be of similar
date (early-mid 2nd centurY).

Jar in BIack-burnished ware; cf. Corbri-dge
(Forster & Knowles L9L2) 49 (c.A.D. LAO-L9O/ 200) t
Newstead (Curle 1911) rig.28r 9 (Antonine)-
A mid 2nd centurY vessel.

Beaker or smal1 jar in Black-burnished ware.
Possibly from a vessel such as Gi}lam 1976, 26
(mid 2nd century).

4c-10

Ito
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4a-2

4-r

4-51

4-36

4a-4

3e-l

3-1

3-1 1

Base of a jar in Black-burnished ware. The
angle of the lat,tice suggests a 2nd century date.

Flanged dish in Black-burnished ware; cf. Gill.am
L975, 62 (mid 2nd century).

Flanged bowl or dish in Black-burnj.shed brare,
sooted i.nternally. One of the Hadrianic-
Antoni.ne series.

Handle, probably from a flagon, in cream fabric
with plnk patches. Probably a Quernmore product.

Light to mid-grey fabric. Probably the handle
from a lid.

Levels 6 to 4 all contain mid 2nd century materj.al but
the groups are individually too small to enable us to be
more precise than to ascribe an early-mid Antonine date to
the deposition of all three leve1s.

3e-1 2 SmaII jar to beaker in grey fabrlc with a dark
grey burnished surface. Similar to Gi1lam L97O,
64 (A.D. f30-f90) and probably of similar date.

Rough cast beaker in light brown fabric. The
vessel and fabric are simj.lar to 4-8 above (early-
mid 2nd century).
(Not illustrated) Wal1 sherd of rough cast jar
in pink fabric with a grey core and brown
colour coat; cf. 7-5 above.

Wall sherd in.pink./light-orange fabric with a
thin white sli.p. The original vessel may have
been a flagon. Graffito inscriptj.on.
Jar in Black-burnished ware, burnt orange in
placesi cf. Gillam L976, 2 (mid 2nd century).

Jar in Black-burnished ware. The ri.m is distorted
and this makes preci.se dating difficult. However,
the absence of wavy line decoratJ.on, the rather
thick nature of the pi.ece and the way in which
the shoulder is emphasised all suggest a vessel
such as Gillam L976, 7 (earIy-mid 3rd century).
(ttot illustrated). Ri.m of a rough cast beaker

3e-3

3e-2

3e-l 1

similar to 7-5 above.

Leve1 3 contains material which again appears to be predominantly
mid 2nd century. The only piece which need be later than
this is 3-1 which is unlikely to have been deposited before
the very end of the century. If this vessel is not to be
regarded as intrusive then we must suppose that level 3
remained open until about A.D.2OO.

t7



Level 2 had clearly been disturbed by modern activity.
Most of the pottery wasr however, Roman and of similar'
date to that from levels 3 to 6. One,Piece is perhaps
worthy of notice:

2-L2 (Not illustrated). Beaker fragment in Nene
Va1ley fabric, off-white with dark grey-brown
colour coat. The barbotine decoration is
probably part of that on a tHunt cupr .as
Gillam I97O, 77, 84-5, 89 (A.D. 180-260).

From level 1:

1-r 7 (Not i,llustrated). Beaker fragment in Nene
Valley fabric as 2-12 above. Below a groove
is a row of barbotine dots over the remnants
of a curvilinear des5.gn. A vessel such as
Gillam 1970, 80 (early-mid 3rd century) may be
suggested.

General

The si.te yielded a range of Roman pottery all dating
within the period from the late lst century until the mid
3rd. However, actual deposition is likely to have taken
place over, a shorter tj.me than this. It will be seen that
although the early leveIs contaj.n much late lst-early 2nd
century pottery, the lowest level (9) is unlikely to have
been closed before c.A.D. 120-125. The remaining
occupat5.on of the site seems IikeIy to have been predominantly
Hadrianic to rnid-Antonine although level 3 cannot have been
finally closed before the very end of the century. There
is nothing, even from upper levels, to suggest Roman
activity on the site after the mid 3rd centurYr and the
mos! likeIy pattern of occupation suggested by the coarse
pottery evidence is an occupation from the early to the mid,/
late 2nd century followed by activity on a reduced scale
until the early or possibly the mid 3rd century.
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Aooendix II.

-

The Samian Ware

-

by Felicity C. Wild.

The site produced a total of sixty four sherds of samian
wdF€o The earliest material was of Flavian-Trajanic
date, suggesting a foundation date during the last
decade of the first century A.D. The latest materi.alt
including the two pi.eces i.n Cinnamus I style (2-2i 7-!) ,
probably date to the third quarter of the second century.
The slgnificant decorated pieces are published belowt
under the layers from which they camer together with a
summary of the dating evidence provided by the samian
as a whole.

The sherds from layers 10 to 8 were exclusively South
Gaulish and of Flavian or Trajanic date. They included
fragments from only one decoritea bowl.

9W-1 Form 37, South Gaulish. Two sherdsr joining
5C-1, 2 two others from layer 5Cr of a bowl with narrow

zone of decoratj.on showing a hunting-scene with
stag (0.1738), hound and bush. An identical scenet
though with a different ovolo and basal wreath
occurs on a bowl from the Bregenz Cellar deposit
(Jacobs a972, 34). The basal wreath rnotif was
very common in the Flavian-Trajanj.c period and was
used, among other potters, by Mercato. 9,. A.D. 90-110.

The latest material from layer 7 dates to the second quarter
of the second century A.D.

7-9 Form 37, Cen€ral Gaulish, showing the ovolo and
dancer (0.345) used by the potter X.2 of Les
Martres-de-veyre (E99, pl. 6, 68). c. A.D. 100-120.

Form 37, Central Gaulish, in the style of the Large
S potter. Panel decoralion shows the Apollo
(0.83) over his large S motif, and the baluster
(D. 1092) which occurs on his work ($fr P1. 761 33).
c. A.D. 125-145.

7-5

Layers 5 and 5 contained little of importance as dating evj.dence.

5C-3 Form 37, Central Gaulish, showing part of a
cross motif with acanthus leaf (Rogers L974' K23).
The motif occurs on the style of aTrajanic-Hadrj.anic
potter listed by Stanfield and Simpson under
f Donnaucusr (89, pl. 48, 570) and by'Rogers as
x.13. Work Fn lnis styj.e has been found at Les
Martres-de-Veyre and at Lezoux. The fabric of
this pi.ece is that of Lezoux, and the date is 1ike1y
to be Hadrianic.

lt



Layer 4 produced a sizeable group of material datingr from
the first half of the second century A.D., including the
only stamp from the site.

4-9

4-2

4-8

4-L

4-3

4-6

Layers
dating
A. D.

3E-l

Form I8/3L, Central Gaulish, showing the stamp
7a of lulius Talussa. This potter worked at
Les Martres-de-Veyre, and the fabric of the
present piece suggests an origin at that pottery.
Later 1n his career he may have moved to Lezoux.
His most common stamp occurs at turret 25b on
Hadrianrs WalI. c. A.D. 110-135.

Form 37, Central Gaulish, showing the ovolo of
Butrio. 9. A.D. f20-145o

Form 37, Central GauIish, showing panel decoration
with part of an uncertain type (possibly a satyr),
Mercury (0.527) and boar (0.1642). The ovolo and
beads were used by Butrie, who also used the
Mercury and a similar leaf. c. A.D. 120-145.

Form 37, Central Gaulish, probably in the style of
the Quintilianus group. Decoration shows a
festoon containing the Pan Mask (0.12L4) and
Bacchus (0.581 ) . The f estoon ( sas_, pI. 69, 13 )
and types aII occur on pieces in this style.
co A.D. 125-150.

Form 37, Central Gaulish, showing panel decoration
with sea creature G) , Bacchus (0.571) , caryatid
over mask (probably 0.1207 and L292), and sea-bull
(0.4I). Although no paralle1 can be found to the
columns, the general style suggests the work of the
Sacer group, who used the space-fiIler and possibly
this rosette. The date of the piece is likely to
be Hadrianic or early Antonine.

Form 37, Central Gaulish, showing part of a festoon,
mask and part of a sea-horse (reverse of 0.49) which
occurs on pieces of Hadrlanic date. Although
this piece cannot be attributed to a particular
potter, the fabric is that of Lezouxr and the basal
wavy line suggests a Hadrianic or possibly early
Antonine date.

3 and 2 contain a small amount of Antonine material,
at latest from the third quarter of the second century

Form 37, Central Gaulish. The type (0.647),
astragalus, circle and borders can be paralleled
on a bowl in the style of Austrus (S&s, pl. 95, l4).
c. A.D. 125-150.

)r
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2-2 Form 37, Central Gaulish, showing scroll decoration,
rosette and Cinnamusr ovolo 3. The style may
be that of his early work with Cerialis rather than
his established later style, in which case the
piece may be as early as g. A.D. 145-170.

1-1 Form 37, Central Gaulish, burnt. A piece of
scroll bowl, similar in style to the last, showing
Cinnamusr diamond. This piece, toormay be in
Cerialis-Cinnamus style, though too little of the
bowl survives to be sure of this. c. A.D. 145-170.

Footnote:

I should lrke to thank Miss Brenda Dickinson of Leeds
University for providing the identification of the stamp.
The die number is from Mr. B. R. Hartleyts forthcoming
(Index of Pottersr Stamps on Samian Ware.)

Abbreviations:

O. Oswald L936-7.

D. Dechelette 1904.

S&S. Stanfield & Simpson 1958.
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Aooendix III. The Coins.

by D. C. A. Shotter.

AEI.

2. AE

As, Domitian
Obv. IMP CAES
FE; (Minerva? )
6roded, but

As, Trajan
Obv. IMP CAESFFe
Fo-rroded, but

DOMT? AVG. GERM COS .. O '
probably little wear.

NERVA TRAIAN AVG GERM P M.

little wear.

A.D. 84-96

Level 2.

A. D. 98-102

Level 4.

It is worth noting that both of these coins fall into the
same general period as most that have over the years been
recovered from the Church Street area., none of which has
been }ater than the second half of'the second century.
Whilst this phenomonon may be aceounted for by the removal
of the upper Roman levels by the activity of celIar-digging,
it is perhaps significant that sewer-laying in Church Street
itself in the 1850rs also failed to produce later coins.
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Smal1 Finds.

-

2&8

7

10

1I

Everted and folded rim of a vessel of blue-green
glass, Levels 2 and 4.

Bronze stud pi.ercing a bronze strip. Level 4.

Three iron hobnails corroded together. Level 4.

Dished bronze disc with 1mm wide Iip running
around the edge of the concave side. Pierced by
an iron stud. Level 5.

A bronze fitting, 14mm x 22mm, whi.ch takes the form
of an eagle with its wings folded back and its
neck and head lowered; the beak connects with an
unidentified object (an animal?) projecting from
the point where the eagle stands. Where the
surface is not corrodedr. light etching depicts
the eyes and the plumage on the nape, the back of
the wings and the flanks. The figure is snapped
off at the base and is seen to have a hollow
passage passing vertically through it; where this
hole appears in the birdrs back, it is blocked by
corroded lron as if the whole was once attached
to something by means of an i.ron pin. Level 7 .

An almost exact paralle1 was found in an unstratified
context at Ri.chborough. The Richborough eagle,
which measures 23mm x 23mm, was identified as the
fhead of a bronze stylus of an unusual typet
(Bushe-Fox, L932, p1. XI, no ?L, p. 79). A
4.7cm hiqh bronze eagle in similar stance j.s known
from Lyon, where the animal in the eaglefs claws
can probably be identified as a hare (Boucher, L973,
Do. 23O, p. 146).

Miranda Green, who drew attention to the bronzes
from Richborough and Lyon, writes nthe significance
of a bird of prey savaging another creature in
Roman art is not certain. If theeagle is connected
with a Roman State loyalty cult (1ike that of
Jupiter Optimus Maximus for instance) then the
symbolism could be that of Rome conquering the
world etc. Graeco-Roman funerary motifsr oo the
other hand, do include beasts savaging other beasts
as in the case of the Corbridge Lion and several
others in Britain and Europerr.

Whetstone. Fine micaceous sandstone. Level 7.2t

)1"
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Bronze belt-plate hinged at one end to take a
buckle. The central rectangular frame contains
a relief foliate motif: rows of circular and
triangular dark red enamel inlays run the length
of the plate. 6mm long pins project from the back
of the plate at the hinge end for the attachment
of the belt: fragments of leather were found
adhering. Level 9.

Elongated plug of lead with an angled protruberance
at one end. Plumb-bob? Level 9w.
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Key to Site Location Plan: Roman Finds 3t th9 wgst.End or
Church Street:

-

A. Mitre House. Excavations in Mitre Yard during L974
directed by Professor G. D. B. Jones revealed the
ditches of the second century fort (Britannia VIt
1975. p. 239). In 1973 Dr. T. W. Potter excavated
timber buildings succeeded by a bath-house in the
western part oi Uitre Yard (Britannia V. L974. P. 418).

Judges Lodgings. The east gate of the second century
forl is believed to lie beneath the street running
between the Judges Lodgings and Mi.tre House.

coin of Faustine Junior found at 7fL. depth outside
premises of T. Grubb, china street, in L973. Lancaster
Museum records.

Coarse ware at 5-5ft. depth at corner of China Street
and Church Street in L973. Lancaster Museum records.

No. 80 Church Street (Dr. Wilsonrs house in the 1770ts).
Roman bricks, !i1es, pottery, coinsr querns and wood
and bones found in heavily burnt deposits discovered
during cellar digging in !775. Two paralleI wal1s
five yards apart and a rubble-filled well were also
located (West. L779. p. 98). At about 6ft depth.

The Duke of Lancaster (formerly the Black BuII). Small
quantlty of Samian and coarse-ware (second or early
tnirO century) from this site is in Lancaster Museum.
The Roman malerial said by West to have been found
opposite and west of Dr. Wilsonrs house may refer to
tiris site or to the house which stood next to it
before China Street was widened.

No. 73 Church Street. The excavati.on discussed in this
paper was located in the back cellar. -

Development at the Masonj.c Hall site in 1958 brought
to light a clearly defined foundation trench and a
stone pi11ar base. Quantitites of second and'thi.rd
century pottery. Lancaster Museum.

No. 65 Church Street. Early second century structures
excavated in L973 (trjhite. L974).

Amphora found at corner of Church Street and New Street
in 1925. Lancaster Museum records.

National Westminster Bank. Samian bowl (D.33) stamped
with the name of DAGODVNVS (Rheinzabern; Late Antonine)
found at the si.te in 1870. Lancaster Museum (Dalze11
Collection )

second and third century coarse wares found on site
ofCo-opstoresinLg24andlg34.Uptol4ft.deep.
Lancaster Museurn records'

B.

c.

D.

E.

r

H.

I.

J.

G.

K.

L.
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